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Welcoming Self-Compassion,
Finding Support and Self-Care
GOALS . . .

• Identify your ability to provide Self-Compassion

• Locate support in your work & personal lives

• Recognize toxicity in relationships and environments.

• Identify and practice mind-body self-care strategies
Identify your ability to provide Self-Compassion

"If your compassion does not include yourself, it is incomplete."
- Jack Kornfield
What is self-compassion?

1. **Self Kindness**
   - We are as caring toward ourselves as we are toward others.

2. **Recognizing Our Common Humanity**
   - Shared human experience
   - Pain
   - Moment of connection with others

3. **Mindfulness**
   - Being open to the reality of the present moment.
   - Acknowledge our suffering without exaggerating it.

- **Be Kind to Yourself**
- Research and more research
- A happy life
- Self-compassion: a source of strength and resilience

[seeyourwords.com]
Self-Compassion as a Self-Care Strategy (Neff, 2003)

*Positively* correlated with:

- Initiative
- Life satisfaction
- Emotional intelligence
- Social connection
- Optimism
- Positive affect
- Happiness

*Negatively* correlated with:

- Self-criticism
- Thought suppression
- Perfectionism
- Anxiety
- Rumination
Why is this important in Nursing?
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Locate support in your work and personal lives
Recognize toxicity in relationships and environments
FINDING YOUR SELF-CARE STRATEGIES
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Think back to your childhood—what made you feel better when you were sick or sad or lonely? (a place, story, person, food, activity. . .)

List them as your poll responses. At least 3 to 5 things that gave you comfort.

1. ______________________________________
2. ______________________________________
3. ______________________________________
4. ______________________________________
5. ______________________________________
Think about the last time you were upset, stressed out, sad, or just plain out of sorts!

List 3-5 things that give you comfort NOW (a book, person, music, poem, movie, song . . .) List them as your poll responses.

1. ________________________________
2. ________________________________
3. ________________________________
4. ________________________________
5. ________________________________
Take a few moments to finish each side of the paper—as a child and now as an adult.

Look at both lists. Think about the similarities in your self-care activities — as a child and as an adult.

How OFTEN do you practice self-care. . . .
In the past 2 days?
The past week?
Past two weeks?
Past month?
SOMETIMES THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IN A WHOLE DAY IS THE REST WE TAKE BETWEEN TWO DEEP BREATHS.
Time to Breathe and Stretch........
Questions?


Let us know how you are doing!

HealingOurselves@DonnaGaffneyDNSc.com